Donations of clothing, toys and other material to children

Participants: Prof. Kittle Wayne, Don Van Veldhuizen, and Prof. Sunil Wimalawansa
ISLAND GOSPEL LEAGUE MISSION BASE, BATICALOA

SHARON CAMPUS

A GIFT OF LOVE TO

THE CHILDREN OF SRI LANKA

FROM

JIM AND BETH SANKEY, U.S.A.
TO THE
GLORY OF GOD
AND FOR
THE EXTENSION OF HIS KINGDOM
OPENED BY: Mr. JIM SANKEY, U.S.A.
DEDICATED BY: Rev. JOE COFFEY, U.S.A.
ON WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 2011

Rev. Samuel D. Stephens
President, Island Gospel League
Orphanage staff
Distributing clothes, toys, soccer balls & pumps
Attentively listening
Distributing goodies
Distributing goodies
Showing magic
Center staff
Measuring sizes, before handing over cloths
Happy Children
Measuring clothes!
Making friends
Magic show by Don
All girls participated had iodine deficiency goiters.
Already started to play with toys
Getting more gifts
Entertainment
Dormitory
Dormitory
Bathrooms
Supervisor's Room
Nimo painted on the room by visitors
Floods on arrival
Nutritious Moringa trees
Floods on arrival
Floods during our visit
Floods during our visit in the center
Lucky dog
Inside the kitchen
Handing over soccer balls and pumps
Giving more soccer balls to boys
Floods, on our way-out from the orphanage